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For a wide class of nonlinear parabolic equations of the form u y Du st
 .F u, =u , we prove the nonexistence of global solutions for large initial data. We
also estimate the maximal existence time. To do so we use a method of comparison
with suitable blowing up self-similar subsolutions. As a consequence, we improve
several known results on u y Du s u p, on generalized Burgers' equations, and ont
other semilinear equations. This method can also apply to degenerate equations of
porous medium type and provides a unified treatment for a large class of problems,
both semilinear and quasilinear. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the following parabolic equation:
u y Du s F u , =u , t ) 0, x g V , 1.1 .  .t
u t , x s 0, t ) 0, x g ­ V , 1.2 .  .
u 0, x s f x , x g V , 1.3 .  .  .
 . Nwhere V is a possibly unbounded regular domain in R .
The main purpose of the paper is to give sufficient conditions for finite
time blowup under reasonably general growth assumptions on F. The case
 .  .when F u, =u s f u , e.g.,
< < py1u y Du s u u 1.4 .t
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  . u.or also f u s e , has been extensively studied over the past decades.
Various sufficient conditions for blowup have been provided and qualita-
tive properties have also been investigated, such as nature of the blowup
set, rate and profile of blowup, maximum existence time, and continuation
after blowup.
By contrast, there has been a relatively small number of studies of
blowup for nonlinearities with a dependence on spatial derivatives of u.
Convection]reaction]diffusion equations of generalized Burgers' type,
< < py1 q < < py1 qy1u y Du s u u q a ? = u s u u q qu a ? =u , 1.5 .  .t
N w x w xp, q ) 1, a g R , a / 0, are considered in 17, 1 . In 10 , slightly more
general conservative convection terms are treated, with the equation
N ­ h u .ipy1< <u y Du s u u q ,t ­ xiis1
< < < < qwhere h grows at most like u . Among other results, these authorsi
prove blowup for large initial data when p ) q ) 1.
Another example in this direction is the equation
< < py1 < < qu y Du s u u y m =u , 1.6 .t
w xp, q ) 1, m ) 0, introduced by Chipot and the second author 4 in order
to investigate the possible effect of a damping gradient term on global
w xexistence or nonexistence. The first author 22 proposed a model in
 .population dynamics, where 1.6 describes the evolution of the population
density of a biological species, under the effect of certain natural mecha-
 .nisms. A review of the blowup results for Eq. 1.6 is given in Section 2.2
below.
 w xA related problem, recently studied see 3, 7 and the references
.therein , concerns the interesting phenomenon of gradient blowup, which
 .has been exhibited for Eq. 1.1 with N s 1, V a bounded interval, and
nonlinearities of the type
< < my 1 u xF u , u s f u u u , m ) 2 or F u , u s e 1.7 .  .  .  .x x x x
 .with nonhomogeneous Dirichlet conditions in the first case . Under
certain assumptions, it is proved that u blows up at some point in thex
interior for the first type of nonlinearity, or on the boundary for the
.second one , while u remains uniformly bounded.
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In this paper, we consider the class of nonlinearities F: R = R N ª R,
such that there exist real numbers p, q, g , a , a , B such that1 2
p ) q ) 1, g ) 1, a , a , B ) 0,1 2
p < < gF X , Y G a X , X G B , 0 F Y F X , 1.8 .  .1
< < q < <F X , Y G ya Y , X G 0, Y G B. . 2
These conditions are, for instance, fulfilled by any function of the form
< < py1F u , =u s u u q G u , =u , .  .
where G only contains power terms of total degree less than p, such as
< < py1 < < ry1 < < sF u , =u s u u y m u u =u , .
or
< < py1 < < ry1 < < sy1F u , =u s u u q u u =u a. =u , .
with p ) 1, r, s G 0, r q s - p, and m g R, a g R N. In particular, the
 .  . nonlinearities in 1.5 or 1.6 for p ) q ) 1 are allowed it suffices to take
.  .1 - g - prq , but not those like 1.7 . It is also possible to handle more
unusual nonlinearities, such as those satisfying
p < < gu if 0 F =u F u , u G 0 large,
F u , =u s . g < <0 if u F 0 or =u G 1 q u .
 .Our blowup results on Eq. 1.1 are stated in Section 2. The conse-
 .  .quences for the special cases of Eqs. 1.4 and 1.6 are presented in some
detail. In particular, we completely solve a conjecture on the critical
 .blowup exponent for Eq. 1.6 , and we improve and extend some results of
w x  .Lee and Ni 16 on Eq. 1.4 . Some extensions to degenerate parabolic
problems of ``porous medium'' type are also presented. The proofs are
given in Section 3.
2. BLOWUP RESULTS
2.1. The General Case
In order to state our results in a sufficiently precise form, we first need
to somehow specify the context for local existence of solutions. Let us first
 . Nconsider the case when V is smoothly bounded, with F: R = R ª R
w xlocally Lipschitz. It is known from the classical parabolic theory 9, 15 that
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for any initial data
1f g C V , f s 0 on ­ V , 2.1 .  .
w x  .there exists some maximal T* s T* f ) 0 possibly infinite , and a
 .  .  .unique classical solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 on 0, T* = V. Moreover, if T* -
`, then
` `lim u t q =u t s `, .  . .  .L V L V
tªT *
1 and the solution is said to blow up in finite time in C norm this does not
<  . < ` .necessarily imply the blowup of u t .L V .
 .THEOREM 1. Assume that V is smoothly bounded and that F is locally
 .  .Lipschitz and satisfies 1.8 . Let c G 0, c k 0, satisfy 2.1 .
 .  .i There exists some l ) 0 depending on c such that for all0
 .  .l ) l , the solution of 1.1 ] 1.3 with initial data f s lc blows up in finite0
time in C1 norm.
 .  .ii There is some C c ) 0 such that
C c .w xT* lc F , l ª `.py1l
The basic idea of the proof is to compare u with a subsolution that
blows up in finite time. In fact, we will construct a self-similar subsolution,
 .whose profile is compactly supported. Interestingly, whether or not 1.1
has the invariance properties normally associated with self-similar solu-
tions, we are able to find blowing up self-similar subsolutions only assum-
 .ing the growth conditions 1.8 . The similarity exponents will depend on
these conditions and can be chosen within a certain range of values.
One of the important features of the method of self-similar subsolutions
is its ability to recover a great part of the known results on the existence of
blowup, for semilinear and quasilinear equations of the form u q Lu st
 .F u, =u , and, at the same time, to improve them and give new results.
Moreover, it allows a unified treatment for problems that previously had to
be handled by different methods: eigenfunction method in particular for
 ..Eq. 1.5 , energy method, other comparison methods, etc.
w x  .Remark 2.1. It is known 6, 20 that all nonnegative solutions of 1.6 ,
 .  . 1.2 ] 1.3 are global and bounded when q G p and V bounded see
.  .Section 2.2 . This proves that the growth conditions 1.8 in Theorem 1 are
essentially sharp.
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 . w xRemark 2.2. The estimate in ii was proved by Lee and Ni 16 and
w x  .recently improved by Gui and Wang 13 in the special case of Eq. 1.4
N  .with V s R , by different methods eigenfunction method . Gui and
w xWang 13 actually prove that
1
py1w xlim T* lc l s .py1< <lª` p y 1 c . `
w .By comparison with a spatially constant solution of the form p y 1
 .xy1r py1.T y t , one easily obtains the lower bound
1
w xT* lc G . 2.2 .py1< <p y 1 l c .  .`
 .In fact, for the general equation 1.1 , a careful reading of the proof of
Theorem 1 gives the more precise upper estimate,
C1w xT* lc F , l G L c , 2.3 .  .1py1< <l c .`
  .where C ) 0 depends only on p, q, g , a , a , N, V and L c ) 0 de-1 1 2 1
.pends also on these parameters .
Remark 2.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, blowup can also be
 .proved for some data of mixed sign see Remark 3.1 .
It is clear that the method of self-similar subsolutions is not restricted to
 .solutions in bounded domains. We essentially have to ensure that Eq. 1.1
admits some local solutions in time and that the comparison principle is
 .  . w xvalid at least in weak form . Especially in view of Eqs. 1.5 , treated in 1
N  . w xunder the form of a Cauchy problem in V s R , and 1.6 , treated in 2 in
a general domain, it should be interesting to state a blowup result allowing
unbounded domains. However, the classical C1 framework seems not be
the most convenient in this case, and for the local theory, we shall rather
w x  .use the framework developed in 25 , which handles Eq. 1.1 in the
variation of parameters form,
ttD  tyt .Du t s e f q e F u t , =u t dt . 2.4 .  .  .  . .H
0
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1, s .We work in the Banach space W V and need the following growth0
restriction on F:
l l l l< < < < < < < <F X , Y y F X , Y F C X q X q Y q Y q 1 .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
< < < <= X y X q Y y Y .1 2 1 2
for all X , Y , and some C ) 0, l G 1, and F 0, 0 s 0. 2.5 .  .
Moreover, we require that V be regular enough so that D with domain
2, s . 1, s . tD s .W V l W V generates an analytic semigroup e on L V and a0
1, s .  .C semigroup on W V 1 - s - ` and that the classical Sobolev0 0
embedding and interpolation theorems hold. In what follows, we refer to
w xsuch domains as ``regular'' domains. By using 25, Theorem 1 in the same
w x way as in 4, Section 2; 2, Section 4 , it can be proved for sufficiently large
. 1, s .s that, for every f g W V , there exists a unique maximal solution0
w . 1, s ..  . <  . < 1, su g C 0, T* ; W V of 2.4 , and that lim u t s ` if T* -W V .0 t ª T * 0
`. Moreover, the weak comparison principle can be derived, in the same
w xway as in 4, Proposition 2.3; 2, pp. 18]19 . We then have the following
result.
THEOREM 19. Let V be a possibly unbounded regular domain. Assume
 .  .that F satisfies 1.8 , 2.5 . Then the same conclusions as in Theorem 1 hold
1, s .for all c g W V , c G 0, c k 0, where blowup is now understood in the0
W 1, s norm.0
 .Theorems 1 and 19 give a purely local criterion for blowup for Eq. 1.1 .
Indeed, as an immediate consequence, for any r ) 0, there is some
 .  .C r ) 0 such that f G 0 on V and f G C r on a ball of radius r imply
finite time blowup. Conditions of this type have been studied for equations
  .. w x w xwithout gradient term e.g., 1.4 in 26 and in 16 .
On the other hand, when V s R N, criteria for blowup in terms of the
< < w xgrowth of f as x ª ` have also been given in 16 . A similar result was
w x  .  .proved in 23 for Eq. 1.6 in the case q s 2 pr p q 1 , for small m ) 0.
We are here able to improve these results in several respects. First, the
growth condition at ` need only be assumed in some smaller region,
specifically a conic sector,
N < <V9 s x q u a q y ; u ) 0, y g R , y.a s 0, y - R , . 40
x , a g R N , a / 0, R ) 0.0
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In particular the domain V need not be the whole space, but just contain
some conic sector. Second, the criterion is valid for the general case of Eq.
 .  .  .1.1 with F satisfying 1.8 , 2.5 and the additional assumption,
F l X , l bq1.r2 Y G l bF X , Y , 0 - l - l , X G 0, Y g R N , .  . 0
2.6 .
for some b ) 1, l ) 0. Such F include, for b s p, the nonlinearities in0
 .  .  .  .1.4 , in 1.6 for 2 pr p q 1 F q - p and all m ) 0, and in 1.5 for
 .q s p q 1 r2. Let us mention that the rate of growth of f at ` is the
w xsame as in 16, 23 , but the methods there are different.
THEOREM 2. Assume that the regular domain V contains a conic sector
 .  .  .V9 or a half-line if N s 1 . Let F be locally Lipschitz and satisfy 1.8 , 2.5 ,
 .  . 1, s .and 2.6 . There exists a constant C s C V9 ) 0 such that if f g W V0
 .s sufficiently large , f G 0, satisfies
< < 2r by1.lim inf x f x ) C , 2.7 .  .
< <x ª` , xgV9
then T* - `.
( )2.2. The Case of Eq. 1.6
Before stating the consequences of our general results for the special
 .case of Eq. 1.6 , we must place them in the context of previous knowledge.
Several authors have studied the existence of nonglobal positive solutions
 .  .  .to 1.6 , 1.2 ] 1.3 . Their results depend on the parameters p, q ) 1,
m ) 0, N G 1 and the domain V. To summarize, there exist initial data
leading to finite time blow-up in each of the following situations:
 .  .  .  .  . w xi q - 2 pr p q 1 , p - N q 2 r N y 2 if N G 3 4, 2, 6 ;
 .  .  .  .  .ii q s 2 pr p q 1 , p - N q 2 r N y 2 if N G 3 , m small
w xenough 4, 2, 6, 21]23 ;
 .  . w xiii 2 pr p q 1 - q - p, N s 1, m small enough 19 ;
 .  . w xiv q s 2 - p, m small enough depending on the initial data 14 .
All of these results hold for instance when V is a ball. However, as noted
w xin 2 , the application of the comparison principle shows that if the solution
 .  .of 1.1 ] 1.2 with initial data f on V blows up in finite time, then it1 1
does on any domain V > V with f such that f G f on V .2 1 2 2 1 1
On the other hand, global existence for all nonnegative initial data has
been proved in the case:
 . w xv q G p, V bounded 6, 20 .
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 .  .In particular, this combined with i ] iii supports in the case N s 1, V
 .  w x.bounded and small m the following conjecture see Quittner 19, p. 413 :
The critical blowup exponent for problem 1.6 , 1.2 ] 1.3 is q s p .  .  .
2.8 .
 .in the sense that blowup can occur if and only if q - p .
 .The existence of nonglobal solutions is unknown when 2 pr p q 1 -
q - p, q / 2 for dimension N G 2 or for m large. On the other hand,
 .the smallness required for m in the results of case iii can depend on p.
One of the important open questions in the theory is thus:
Can blowup occur for all m ) 0, N G 1,
1 - q - p in any regular domain V? 2.9 .  .
 w x.cf. 19, Remark 3, p. 417 .
 .The next result proves that the answer to question 2.9 is positive. This,
 .in particular, establishes conjecture 2.8 for all dimensions and all m ) 0
in bounded domains.
COROLLARY 3. Let p ) q G 1, m G 0. Let V be a possibly unbounded
1, s .  .regular domain. There exists some f g W V for s sufficiently large ,0
 .  .  .f ) 0, such that the solution of 1.6 , 1.2 ] 1.3 blows up in finite time.
  .  .More precisely the conclusions i and ii of Theorem 1 hold with blowup in
1, s .W norm. Moreo¨er, if either q - 2 or V is bounded, then blowup occurs0
in L`.
 . N Remark 2.4. Consider Eq. 1.6 in the case V s R and q s 2 pr p q
.1 . Corollary 3 shows in particular that a Fujita-type conjecture is false
when m is large, for there exist both positive stationary, hence global
w xsolutions 4, Proposition 5.6 , and blowup solutions. In the case m ) 0
 .small and N y 2 p - N q 2, nontrivial nonnegative stationary solutions
w xdo not exist 4, 8, 24 . However, positive global solutions do still exist if
p ) 1 q 2rN, while if p F 1 q 2rN, the question whether all positive
 w x.solutions are nonglobal is still open cf. 2, p. 6 .
Remark 2.5. By the same comparison argument as in Remark 2.2, one
 .can see that the lower bound 2.2 on the blowup time is valid in the case
 .  w xof Eq. 1.6 , when V is bounded. It is known 20 that global nonexistence
` .  . here implies L blowup. Therefore, the estimate ii in Corollary 3 or
 ..  .2.3 is sharp. This is still true for the general equation 1.1 , if F grows at
 .  p.most quadratically with respect to =u and satisfies F u, 0 F C 1 q u .
 ` w xIndeed, global nonexistence still implies L blowup 15 and there is a
 .y1r py1. .supersolution of the form C9 T y t .
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2.3. Extensions to Degenerate Equations
As mentioned in the Introduction, our method can be extended to
quasilinear parabolic equations of ``porous medium'' type,
< < sy1u y D u u s F u , =u , 2.10 .  . .t
or also of the type,
< < sy1u y u Du s F u , =u . 2.11 .  .t
 .  .The local theory for Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 is not as well known as for Eq.
 .1.1 and is much less simple, due to the lack of uniform parabolicity.
 . In the case of equations in divergence form, such as 2.10 , with for
.  . p  1.instance F u, =u s u , a notion of weak L solution can be defined,
and the solutions can have more regularity in some cases. Finite time
 . w xblowup of weak solution has been proved 12, 18 for large data when
p ) s ) 1, while all nonnegative solutions exist globally for p - s or
p s s and V small enough.
 .  . pIn the case of Eq. 2.11 with F u, =u s u , the existence and unique-
ness of classical solutions is known for C1 data with additional regularity
at the boundary, under the assumption s ) 2, 1 - p F s . All nonnegative
 .solutions exist globally when p - s or p s s and V is small enough ,
w xwhile they all blow up in finite time if p s s and V is large 11, 27, 28 .
w xOn the other hand, local uniqueness can fail for p s s s 2 5 , and little
seems to be known about local theory when p ) s , even for s ) 2.
 .For these reasons, we shall not state as strong a result as for Eq. 1.1 .
 .  .We just prove that Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 do not admit global classical
solutions for sufficiently large data when p ) s G 2.
THEOREM 4. Assume that V is a bounded domain in R n, F is locally
 .  .Lipschitz and satisfies 1.8 with X F 0 allowed in the third part . Let
2w . .  . .p ) s G 2. Suppose that u g C 0, T = V l C 0, T = V is a solution
 .   ..  .  .  .of 2.10 resp. 2.11 and 1.2 ] 1.3 . For all r ) 0, there is some C r ) 0
 .such that f G 0 and f G C r on some ball B ;; V of radius r imply
T - `.
Remark 2.6. Upper estimates on the maximal existence time can be
derived in a similar way as in Theorem 1.
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 .  . pRemark 2.7. Equation 2.11 with F u, =u s u admits positive global
 .  .classical solutions if 1 - s - p - s q 4r N y 2 p - ` if N F 2 ,
 .namely the stationary solutions of the elliptic problem
yDu s u pq1ys , x g V ,
u s 0, x g ­ V .
  .  . .  .Note that p q 1 y s - N q 2 r N y 2 . The same holds for Eq. 2.10
 .  .if 2 F s - p - s N q 2 r N y 2 .
Of course, the statement of Theorem 4 does not have maximal general-
ity, and our method certainly could handle parabolic equations involving
more general elliptic operators of the form
u s a x , u ­ 2 u q F x , u , =u . .  .t i j i j
i , j
3. PROOFS
Proof of Theorems 1 and 19. We seek an unbounded self-similar subso-
 . w . Nlution of 1.1 on D s t , 1re = R , 0 - t - 1re , of the form0 0
< <1 x
¨ t , x s V , 3.1 .  .mk  /1 y e t .1 y e t .
where V is defined by
¡ 2A y
1 q y , 0 F y F R ,~V y s 3.2 .  .2 2 A¢0, y G R ,
  ..1r2and R s A 2 q A , with A, k, m, e ) 0 and t to be determined. Let0
us first note that
mw; t g t , 1re , Supp ¨ t , ? ; B 0, R 1 y e t . 3.3.  .  .  . .  .0 0
 < <  .m .We compute setting y s x r 1 y e t for convenience
P¨ s ¨ y D¨ y F ¨ , =¨ .t
e kV y q myV9 y V 0 y q N y 1 V 9 y ry .  .  .  .  . .  .
s ykq1 kq2 m1 y e t 1 y e t .  .
< <V y xr x V 9 y .  . .
y F , .k kqm1 y e t 1 y e t .  .
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The function V obviously satisfies
1 F V y F 1 q Ar2, y1 F V 9 y F 0, for 0 F y F A , .  .
0 F V y F 1, yRrA F V 9 y F y1, for A F y F R , .  .
V 0 y q N y 1 V 9 y ry s yNrA, for 0 - y - R . .  .  .
We first choose
1 1 g y 1 p y q
k s , 0 - m - min , , , 3.4 .
p y 1 2 p y 1 q p y 1 .
 .so that kp s k q 1 ) k q 2m, k q 1 ) k q m q, and k q m - g k, and
next we choose
a1
A ) krm, e - .
k 1 q Ar2 .
For t F t - 1re , with t sufficiently close to 1re , we then have, in the0 0
case 0 F y F A,
1
¨ t , x G G B . k1 y e t .
and
1
g=¨ t , x F F ¨ t , x , .  .kqm1 y e t .
 .so that, by 1.8 ,
F ¨ , =¨ G a ¨ p ; . 1
hence,
e k 1 q Ar2 y a NrA . 1
P¨ t , x F q - 0. . kq1 kq2 m1 y e t 1 y e t .  .
In the case A F y - R, we get
1 RrA
B F F =¨ t , x F ; .kqm kqm1 y e t 1 y e t .  .
 .hence, by 1.8 ,
< < qF ¨ , =¨ G ya =¨ . 2
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and then
q
e k y mA NrA a RrA .  .2
P¨ t , x F q q - 0. . kq1 kq2 m  .kqm q1 y e t 1 y e t 1 y e t .  .  .
Of course, we also have P¨ F 0 for y ) R. It is then clear that P¨ F 0 on
y1, s9 .  .D in the W V or distributional sense. Indeed, since V is continuous
and piecewise C 2, Green's formula shows that the only nonsmooth contri-
bution in P¨ is a negative surface measure supported at each time t on the
  .m.ball B 0, R 1 y e t .
Now, by translation, one can assume without loss of generality that
 .0 g V and c 0 ) 0. Under the assumptions of either Theorem 1 or 19, it
 .follows that c is continuous we can assume s ) N and verifies
; x g B 0, r , c x G C , 3.5 .  .  .
 .for some ball B 0, r ;; V and some constant C ) 0. Taking t still0
  .m.closer to 1re if necessary, one can assume that B 0, R 1 y e t ;0
 .  .  .B 0, r . Combining 3.3 and 3.5 with the fact that c G 0 then yields
V 0 .
f x s lc x G G ¨ t , x , x g V , 3.6 .  .  .  .0k1 y e t .0
 .   .k .  .for all l G l s V 0 r C 1 y e t . By the weak comparison principle,0 0
it follows that
u t , x G ¨ t q t , x , 0 - t - min T*, 1re y t , x g V ; .  .  .0 0
 .hence T* F 1re y t , which proves i .0
 .To establish ii , it suffices to note that, by the previous calculation,
w x  .  T* s T* lc F 1re y T whenever t F T - 1re and l G V 0 r C 1 y0
.k .eT , or in other words,
py11 1 q Ar2 1 q Ar2 .  .w xT* lc F , for all l G . .1r py1 /e lC C 1 y e t .0
 .  .Remark 3.1. In the case V is bounded, by setting V y s 1 q Ar2
2  .  .y y r 2 A for all y G 0 in 3.2 , we actually obtain classical subsolutions,
which achieve both positive and negative values now allowing X F 0 in
 ..the third part of 1.8 . In the framework of Theorem 1, this makes it
possible to prove blowup for some initial data f of mixed sign, and we
actually just need to apply the classical comparison principle. Follow the
.proof of Theorem 4 with s s 1.
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 .Remark 3.2. One easily checks that the allowable range for k in 3.4 is
w  .  ..  .in fact 1r p y 1 , 1r q y 1 . However, only the choice k s 1r p y 1
w xyields the sharp estimate on T* lc .
Proof of Theorem 2. By a translation and a rotation, one may assume
that V9 has vertex 0 with half-axis along the first unit vector e . It follows1
that there exists some K ) 2 such that for all r ) 0, V9 contains the ball
 .  .  . w . NB Kre , r . Let ¨ t, x , t, x g t , 1re = R be the blowing-up subsolu-1 0
 .  .  .   ..tion to 1.1 ] 1.2 defined by 3.1 . Select d ) 0 such that Supp ¨ t, ? ;
 . 5  .5  . .2r by1.  .B 0, d for all t and set C s ¨ t K q 1 d in formula 2.7 .`0
 . y by1.r2Since f satisfies 2.7 , there is some M ) dl such that0
< < < <y2r by1.x G M « f x G C x . 3.7 .  .
Taking a s drM - l by1.r2, choosing x s KMe , and setting0 0 1
w t , x s a 2r by1.¨ t q a 2 t , a x y x , .  . .0 0
 .we observe that 2.6 implies
2 b r by1. 2r by1.  bq1.r by1.Pw s a ¨ y D¨ y F a ¨ , a =¨ .  .t
t q a 2 t , a x y x . .0 0
2 b r by1. 2F a ¨ y D¨ y F ¨ , =¨ t q a t , a x y x F 0. .  . .t 0 0
 . < <For all x g V such that w 0, x / 0, we have x y x F dra s M; hence,0
< < < < < <M F x y M F x F x q M s K q 1 dra , .0 0
 .so that 3.7 implies
 .2r by1K q 1 d .
2r by1.w 0, x F a ¨ t F ¨ t F f x . .  .  .  .0 0` ` /< <x
 < <  .  . .If x y x ) dra , then of course f x G 0 s w 0, x . As a consequence0
 .  .of the weak comparison principle, the solution u with initial data w 0
remains above w as long as it exists; hence it blows up in finite time.
Corollary 3 is a direct application of Theorem 19. The fact that the L`
w xnorm blows up is a consequence of 2, Proposition 4.1 when q - 2 and of
w x20, Theorem 5.1 for V bounded.
Proof of Theorem 4. It is almost identical to that of Theorem 1, up to
 .the following modifications. First consider the case of Eq. 2.11 . We
 .  .  . 2  .replace formula 3.2 by V y s 1 q Ar2 y y r 2 A for all y G 0. The
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 .  . `w .corresponding function ¨ t, x , defined by 3.1 , is now in C t , 1re =0
.V , so that the classical comparison principle can be applied, given the
 < < sy1 .regularity of u. Note that u ¬ u is locally Lipschitz, since s G 2.
Observing that, for some constant C ) 0,
< < 2C 1 q x . w¨ t , x F , x g V , t g t , 1re , . .0kq2 m1 y e t .
it follows that the diffusion term in P¨ satisfies
sy12C 1 q diam V NrA . .sy1< <y ¨ D¨ F . .s kq2 m1 y e t .
In the same fashion as in the proof of Theorem 1 and using the fact that
diam V rA . w=¨ t , x F , x g V , t g t , 1re , . .0kq2 m1 y e t .
we then obtain P¨ F 0 for t F t - 1re , with t sufficiently close to 1re ,0 0
if we choose
1 1 g y 1 p y q p y s
k s , 0 - m - min , , , ,
p y 1 2 p y 1 2 q p y 1 2s p y 1 .  .
 .instead of 3.4 .
 .The same follows immediately for 2.10 , since this equation can be
rewritten as
< < sy1 < < sy2 < < 2u y u Du s F u , =u q s s y 1 u =u , .  .t
and the additional term is nonnegative.
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